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400 Words

from Mark Charney, Director of Theatre, Clemson University

In Defense of Theatre Etiquette: No Pandering!

I

n “Enjoy Your Night

because the play fulfilled the summer

members of correct theatre etiquette.

at the Theatre …

reading assignment, so many students were

Happily, we never had the problem again.

or We’ll Make You!”

using cell phones and computers that the

In “The Art of the Difficult,” playwright

(Winter 2011 Southern Theatre), Bret Jones

performance itself was affected. Not only

Tony Kushner encourages audiences to

laments the rules that theatre imposes

did the electronic equipment interfere with

appreciate difficult theatre that challenges

upon its audience, claiming that if we do

microphones, but more serious audience

their preconceptions and shocks them

not stop asking audience members to “sit

members found that their enjoyment of

into understanding new perspectives. In

still, turn off your cell phone, take out

the production was marred by distractions

the 21st century, theatre makers need to

crying babies … ,” then we may lose poten-

from loud and unruly students who had not

embrace technology, reflect the pace of

tial theatre supporters. He states, “Our

learned proper theatre etiquette.

contemporary society, and both embrace

chagrin is aimed at the lack of people in our

Yes, we want to attract folks to theatre,

and critique the culture of our period. But

seats, but when we do get them there, we

especially a younger crowd. I applaud

to allow and even encourage audience

grumble about poor behavior, cell phone

encouraging people to dress casually,

members to bring in crying children and

interference and lack of theatre courtesy.”

bring drinks into the theatre, and include

text their friends during a production is

talkbacks and pre-show conversations

pandering. We may need audiences, but

when the subject matter is challenging. But

we do not want to betray the soul of what

edge to attract and retain audiences, I

to pander to audiences who are being rude

makes theatre theatre to find them. n

argue with Jones’ assertion that this means

to performers is unacceptable. Because we

allowing them to act irresponsibly. In a

did not foresee such poor behavior, for the

recent production at my university, one

rest of the run of our show I made a curtain

that freshmen were required to attend

speech, one that gently reminded audience

Have an opinion you would like to share
on a topic related to theatre? Send your
column of 400 words or less to deanna@
setc.org.
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July 4-23, 2011
• Designed for theatre professionals and
graduate students
• Taught by a nationally acclaimed faculty
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- Classes in text, acting, voice, and
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- Interaction with ASC actors in coaching
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- Attending ASC productions and rehearsals
• Tuition and housing $2,200.00
($2,000.00 early registration)
• Limited enrollment application deadline
April 1, 2011

Colleen Kelly, Director of Training, with participant Frances Koogler

AmericanShakespeareCenter.com
or contact Colleen Kelly,
Director of Training
540-851-1733 ext. 20.

Ginna Hoben and Rick Blunt in Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead 2009

While I certainly agree that theatre
needs to remain current and even cutting-
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Southern Theatre brings you timely ideas, imaginative strategies and cuttingedge developments. Whether you are a seasoned theatre practitioner or an
emerging artist, you’ll find meaningful tools for your toolbox in the pages of
this magazine.
In this issue, we take an in-depth look at how the economic downturn has

affected all of us in theatre. Duke Guthrie writes about the impact on community
and professional theatres, summarizing the results of a survey we conducted
in the fall and sharing strategies that community and professional theatres are
using to reduce costs and boost audiences. He also spotlights some theatres that
took risks that paid off in the down economy. Amile Wilson shares the story of a
theatre that opened at the worst possible time – just as the recession took hold.
Chris Hardin examines the effect the downturn has had on schools, colleges
and universities. In addition to survey results, he shares innovative ideas and
cost-cutting strategies that others may be able to put in place.
One of the great mysteries of life for young actors is Actors’ Equity Association,
the union that represents actors and stage managers in professional theatre.
Who can join? How do you join? Should you join? Jerry Lapidus, a former
off-Broadway and regional theatre company manager and former Equity
representative, answers those questions and more.
Those working in the design-tech area will find helpful advice in our regular
“Outside the Box: Design-Tech Solutions” column. In this issue, Emily Gill
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shares information on how to create a home-made makeup base to avoid allergic
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creating an actor’s look.
Responding to last issue’s “400 Words” column, Mark Charney, director of
theatre at Clemson University, argues that theatres should not pander to people
who use electronic devices and display bad manners during performances.
Rounding out the issue is our “Words, Words, Words …” book column.
Chase Bringardner reviews the revised and updated version of the 2004 book,
Broadway: The American Musical by Michael Kantor and Laurence Maslon.
Are you feeling the need to connect with colleagues in “real time”? Meet
innovators from around the nation who practice the art we all love? Join us at
the March 2-6 SETC Convention. Come celebrate, learn and share with us in
Atlanta. Be a “live action figure” at the most diverse and exciting theatre event
of its kind, anywhere.

Alan Litsey, SETC President


outside

the box
DESIGN/
TECH
SOLUTIONS

Hypo-Allergenic Makeup

Create Your Own Quick, Easy, Inexpensive Base
sparkle, are available in refill-size baggies

As you will see below, you only need a

and come in an excellent color spectrum.

few drops per batch. A small bottle at the

hen it happens, it’s scary. You start

Also, the shadows and foundations have

drugstore is about $5.

by Emily Gill

W

to put makeup on an actor, and

about the same consistency, which makes

My suspicion is that a preservative

she squirms a little. “Um, my face kind of

mixing easy. You can buy baggies in sizes

caused the reactions I saw when using

burns,” she says. What? It’s just plain crème

of 10, 20 or 30 grams, with prices ranging

commercial products on some actors.

base! It’s new! You used a fresh sponge!

from $5 to $11 (as of December 2010; prices

Therefore, this home-made product doesn’t

And this actor said she wasn’t allergic to

subject to change and variation in vendors).

contain a preservative. It should be used

anything! But apparently she is allergic to

A full face application is about 3 grams.

immediately after mixing and not stored on

something in the base.

• Vegetable-based oil.

a shelf. Note: If your actors don’t have any

More and more, I have been working

Don’t use Crisco. Instead, look for an oil

reactions to this product, you could add a

with actors who have reactions to com-

that has heavier viscosity and no significant

drop of Vitamin E oil to a larger batch as a

mercial cosmetics, varying from “sensitive

color. I like rice bran oil because it mixes

natural preservative.

skin” to “boils.” I don’t want to imply in

well, has no smell and doesn’t seem to clog

Get Ready to Mix

this article that the industry standbys are

pores. It also supposedly helps prevent

dangerous, defective or poor quality. Nor

real-life wrinkles, which is just gravy. A

am I an allergist who can pinpoint the

16-ounce bottle (the size of a plastic soda

Step 1: For a full-face application, spoon

reason for the reactions. However, as an

bottle) is $4. You will need 12 drops per full

out 1 teaspoon of mineral powder into a

experienced makeup artist, I can guess that

face application. Note: Avoid jojoba oil as

small container.

there is an inert ingredient in these cosmet-

it most closely resembles human sebum,

ics that causes discomfort in a percentage

which is what you will find inside zits.

The directions below will yield a single
application.

Step 2: Using an eyedropper, add 12
drops of your chosen oil to the powder.

of the theatre population. To deal with this

• Vegetable glycerin.

problem, I created my own makeup base.

You do not need much of this, and you

Step 3: Mix well. I use a brush because

I then tested this product on actors at my

can buy it at the drugstore. You also can

it works well for mashing the powder and

school. It not only worked well, but also

buy it in bulk from soap-making suppliers.

fats together. You want the consistency of

Then add two drops of glycerin.

has not produced any problem reactions
during the two seasons I have used it.
Below is the procedure I use. One
note before starting: As evidenced by the
reactions I saw to commercial products,
people can have allergies to just about
anything. So proceed with care if you
choose to try this base.
Gather Your Materials

Step 1: Measure powder.

The materials you will need are:

selling handmade mineral makeup on
the Internet. Of the ones I have tried, I
particularly like The All Natural Face
(www.theallnaturalface.com). I like this
product because the foundations don’t


Step 3: Mix using brush.

Materials Needed

• Organic, additive-free, mineral
makeup powder.
There are a number of artisans

Step 2: Add oil and glycerin.

quantity

Material		

SOURCE		cost

3 grams 		
12 drops		
A few drops
			

Mineral makeup powder
Rice Bran Oil		
Glycerin			
Brushes/other stock items.

TheAllNaturalFace.com
SoapGoods.com		
CVS			
In shop			

Total Cost for 10 applications: $20

$11/30 grams
$4/16 oz.
$5/4 oz.
$0

Photos by Mia Shirley

The foundation coat for aging technique.

Shadows and dark lines for basic aging.

Stipple effect and highlights.

a thick liquid foundation. If it is too pasty,

Step 6: As with regular crème makeup,

For very strong lines, you can wet a

add another drop of oil. Do not add more

this mixture needs to be set with powder. I

brush with eyedrops (the kind you buy in

glycerin as too much tends to make the

like to set with the same foundation powder

a drugstore) and dip in powder to create a

mixture “streak” on the skin.

I used to make the base. If you have a

paste. Then paint onto the face as if it was

You want the mixture to float a little on

heavily sculpted or layered look, be sure to

watercolor. Something in regular eyedrops

the skin so it doesn’t completely absorb

take this into consideration when applying.

prevents smudges, making this paste more

or dry before you are finished blending,

Use a heavier hand, anticipating the powder

durable than one made with plain water. (It

but you also want it to adhere. If it is too

layer. I like to use a giant powder brush – a

makes great eyeliner.) If sensitivity is not

runny, add a little bit of powder. You will

big Grumbauer watercolor brush to be exact

an issue, you can use a commercial sealer

discover a little bit goes a long way as far

– and build up the powder layer.

instead of eyedrops (just not around the

as absorbing oil.

You also can use other powders and

eyes, please).
Removing the Makeup

Step 4: Apply the mixture to the skin

colors to fit with the design. For example,

using a brush or a sponge. I learned to

a greenish powder will tone the bronzer

This makeup comes off with the usual

paint before I learned to do makeup so the

look shown below. Pearly eye shadow can

removers. However, I find that some of

brush is most comfortable for me. Note: For

be used to create “high-beam” highlights.

these products cause irritation. In these

a stipple effect, make a pastier mix.

cases, I recommend loosening makeup with

Step 5: Repeat the mixing process as

the same oil used to mix the product and

needed for your design needs.

then wiping the face with a clean cloth.

A few tips:

For sensitive skin, I recommend using

• When doing finer work, such as

the oil cleansing method. The idea behind

wrinkles or other fine lines, you may want

this method is that “like dissolves like.” So,

to either work with a thinner mix or dip

in order to draw oils and gunk forth from

your brush in a little oil and work as you

pores, you should use oil, not detergents

would with watercolors.

(which are another common allergen). I use

•  Your mixture should be greasy enough

a product called African Royale Hot Six Oil

that you have enough “slip” for blending.

from the African American hair care aisle

If you don’t, mist a little oil onto the face to

at the drugstore. It contains several oils,

help you blend.

but most importantly has a good balance

• Colors mix easily with techniques

of castor oil, the key cleansing oil for this

you would use with paint. Be cognizant,

method. The more castor oil, the greater

though, of which powders have “white”
in them to avoid graying your mixture.

A sheer bronzer simulates sunny warmth.

the cleansing power. Note: You should
(Continued on Page 31)


ACTORS’
EQUITY
Why You Shouldn’t
Say ‘Yes’ Too Early
in Your Career

I

by Jerry Lapidus

However, if you wish, you can strike out this clause
and pay your working dues directly to Equity. At

In playbills throughout the country, you will see the

that point, you become personally responsible for

logo for Actors’ Equity Association, telling you it

ensuring that Equity gets the money.

is “The Union of Actors and Stage Managers in the

Equity is governed by a nationally elected Council

United States.” Equity was formed in 1913 in response

of Actors and Stage Managers, all of whom serve on

to the tremendous abuse heaped upon actors of the

a voluntary basis. The country is divided into three

time, including long and usually unpaid rehearsal

regions: East, Central and West. Each region has its

periods, filthy and dangerous working conditions,

own regional board and regional director, who have

and the too-frequent chance of being stranded in

primary jurisdiction over activities in that region.

Podunk if your tour collapsed around you. Since

Each region has an office as well. New York is the site

then, Equity has vastly improved the conditions for

of the combined National Office and Eastern Regional

all actors, and helped make theatres much better – and

Office, with Chicago hosting the Central Office and

safer – places to work.

Los Angeles the Western Office. There’s also a mini-

Equity has also done a remarkable job of

office in San Francisco and a small office in Orlando,

convincing much of the theatre world that you have

which primarily deals with the unique contract for

to be a member of Equity to be considered a “real”

Walt Disney World. Equity does not have “locals,”

actor. Is that really true? As one who has worked on

like many other unions, so all business is conducted

both sides of the table – in management at both off-

with representatives working in one of the offices or,

Broadway and regional theatres, and as a longtime

rarely, with a traveling representative based out of

Equity representative – I believe there are many

one of these offices.

reasons to join Equity, and many more reasons that
you should not join too early in your career.

WHAT IS EQUITY?

There are a vast variety of Equity contracts,
ranging from the “production” contract, which covers
Broadway and major tours, and currently pays a
minimum of more than $1,600 per week (not including

Equity has done
a remarkable
job of convincing
much of the
theatre world that
you have to be a

Equity is technically a voluntary association. This

extras such as per diem and special increments) to

means that you are not forced to join in order to work

contracts for very small theatres that can pay less than

member of Equity

as an actor, although under some circumstances that

$200 per week. There are also unique “developing”

we’ll discuss later, you may be required to do so in

contracts, which are contoured for specific individual

to be considered

order to perform certain acting or stage management

theatres. Each contract has a rule book, and each office

a “real” actor. Is

jobs. Equity is a labor union, a member of the AFL-

has one or more professional staff representatives

CIO, along with other performing arts unions, such as

dealing with each specific contract. In addition, the

that really true?

Screen Actors Guild (SAG), the American Federation

Equity actors in every Equity show elect one of their

of Television and Radio Artists (AFTRA) and the

own members to serve as the Equity deputy, who is

American Guild of Musical Artists (AGMA).

responsible for maintaining communication between

When you join Equity, you pay an initiation fee,

the cast and the appropriate Equity office.

currently $1,100, which is usually paid off over a

HOW DO I JOIN?

two-year period. If you’re not fully paid up, Equity
generally doesn’t hassle you for the rest of the money.
Instead, when you’re working on Equity jobs, it will
instruct your employer to deduct money from your
paycheck toward your initiation fee. As an Equity

There are three ways of joining Equity.

1

The simplest method is to sign an Equity
contract. Any Equity theatre can offer you an

Equity contract; you join simply by signing that

member, you also pay basic annual dues (currently

contract (but read on to find out why you may not

$118), whether you’re working or not, and when you

want to do this).

work under an Equity contract, you pay 2 percent of
your gross salary as “working” dues. Normally, your
employer will deduct this money and send it directly

2

If you are a member of another performing
arts union (such as SAG, AFTRA or AGMA)

and have a certain amount of experience working

to Equity; your employer may be asked to do the same

on that union’s contracts – the specific experience

if you get behind on your basic dues. The employer

necessary varies – you can simply “buy your way”

can do this because of a clause in your Equity contract.

into Equity by paying the current initiation fee. In fact,

Opposite page: Emily
Trask (left) is Portia
and Grant Goodman
is Bassanio in a
2010 production of
The Merchant of
Venice at the Utah
Shakespeare Festival.
Copyright 2010, Utah
Shakespeare Festival.
Photo by Karl Hugh.



Equity negotiates
your contract,
including a
minimum
salary, benefits
and working
conditions.

an agreement between all the performing arts unions

conditions. This might be a massive negotiation

calls for all members to sign each other’s contracts

involving a major group of producers, such as the

when they work in their jurisdiction. For example, if

League of Resident Theatres (LORT), which takes

you’re a SAG member, you technically are supposed

months to complete and makes headlines in The New

to work only on Equity contracts when employed at

York Times. Alternatively, it might be an individual

Equity theatres. In actual practice, this is often not

negotiation between a single Equity representative

enforced, so if you’re in this situation and not sure

and a small developing theatre. In any case, you’ll

what to do, contact your union representative.

have a rule book that spells out the terms and

3

You can also join Equity through the Equity

conditions under which you are working, and you

Membership Candidate (EMC) program, a

will sign an individual actor contract that lists any

formal apprenticeship through which you earn

exceptions, modifications or special conditions. Of

credit toward Equity membership by working at

course, you should feel free to negotiate individually

Equity theatres. After completing 50 weeks of work

with the producer for better terms and conditions,

as an actor, understudy or assistant stage manager

but Equity will have established a minimum salary,

at approved Equity theatres, you can join Equity.

health and pension payments, work hours, working

However, please note: Once you have accumulated

conditions and other details. In the contract for

the required 50 weeks, you cannot work at any Equity

outdoor drama, for example, the rule book requires

theatre without joining Equity and working on an

that dressing rooms for Equity actors be upwind of

Equity contract, so think carefully before signing up.

the horses!

WHAT CAN EQUITY DO FOR ME?
There are five major benefits to joining Equity.

1

10

2

Equity enforces that contract. It makes sure
you get paid regularly and, at least to some

extent, makes sure all the other terms of the contract

Equity negotiates your contract, including

are properly carried out. How successful it is in

a minimum salary, benefits and working

accomplishing this depends in large part on you, the

actor, keeping Equity informed about any problems.

producers see Equity actors before they see non-

Equity has no magical powers – and very few

Equity actors, and that obviously gives you a chance

representatives out in the field. It cannot enforce your

to be seen first. This matters primarily in the large

rights under your contract unless it knows there are

Equity office cities, New York, Chicago, and L.A.,

problems. In rare circumstances, Equity may send

where there are thousands and thousands of actors.

out a representative to check out specific problems,

Other benefits include membership in the

especially if health or safety is involved, but generally

Actors’ Federal Credit Union and help with tax

it is your responsibility to inform Equity of problems.

preparation.

Once you become a member, you should become
familiar with the Equity business representatives in

SO ... WHY SHOULDN’T I JOIN ASAP?

your regional office who deal with the contracts on

The first reason is the expense of the initiation fees

which you work regularly, so that you are comfortable

and dues. However, there is another very important

contacting them if problems develop.

reason to think carefully as a young actor about

3

In the early stages
of your career,
you want to be a
working actor, not
a working waiter.
Your opportunities

Equity makes sure you get paid if the producer

joining Equity: Membership will severely limit your

runs out of money, by means of a bond. A bond

opportunities to work as an actor. An Equity member

to work as a

consists of money, securities or a Letter of Credit,

can act or stage manage in the United States only with

deposited by the producer with Equity before the

an Equity contract – and that includes working in the

young actor are

producer is issued Equity contracts. This bond is

little theatre you start with your friends or even doing

much greater

held by Equity until long after the season ends or the

a show for your old high school. However – except

individual show closes, to make sure that everyone

for Broadway, Off-Broadway, the very largest regional

if you’re not an

has been paid and that any other claims – for overtime

theatres and national tours – virtually every Equity

pay, for example, or for health insurance or pension

theatre can and does hire non-Equity actors, often

payments due to Equity – have been settled as well.

in large numbers. As a non-Equity actor, you vastly

Equity arranges for you to receive various

increase your opportunities to work, since you can

employee benefits. Every Equity actor must be

work at both Equity and non-Equity theatres, and

hired as an employee, rather than as an independent

on the many non-Equity tours. If you are an Equity

contractor, which means you will be covered by

member, much of this employment is closed to you. In

unemployment and workers’ compensation. In

fact, many theatres that now hire you in smaller roles

addition, for every week in which you work on an

may not be able to do so if you’re an Equity member

Equity contract, the producer makes contributions on

because it would then become too expensive in terms

your behalf for health insurance and a pension. Once

of both salary and benefits.

4

you work for enough time on an Equity contract or

In the early stages of your career, you want to

contracts, you’re covered by Equity health insurance.

be a working actor, not a working waiter. Your

The time you need to work to get coverage changes

opportunities to work as a young actor are much

frequently, but the coverage provided is quite good,

greater if you’re not an Equity member.

with no “pre-existing conditions” clauses. For

Equity would have you believe that if you’re not

example, in September 2010, an Equity member

an Equity member, you’re not really a professional

received six months of health insurance coverage for

actor. As you should realize by now, that’s nonsense.

working 12 weeks on Equity contracts during a 12-

Many of the best actors in regional theatre aren’t

month period. Working 20 weeks or more during the

Equity members. In most cases, they’ve had the

same period extended coverage to the full year. The

opportunity to join, but have chosen not to do so. If

pension plan is extremely complicated – I think there

you’re in the early stages of your career, you should

may be five people in the world who truly understand

likewise choose not to do so. If you continue to work

the AEA Pension Plan – but suffice it to say that if you

in the theatre, at some point you will be offered a job

work enough on Equity contracts in enough years,

that requires you to sign an Equity contract in order

you will receive a pension from Equity when you

to take the job. By that time, when you have no choice,

retire, through money paid by your employers.

you’ll have to go ahead and join if you want the job,

5

Being an Equity member will get you advance

Equity member.

and by that time, it will probably be right for you.

notice of auditions and may get you audition

However – and this is a very important however

preference as well. Most contracts require that

– in many states you can have most of these benefits
11

The more people
in Equity, the
more influence
Equity has to
negotiate better
contracts for
everyone.

without actually becoming an Equity member, paying

can stay covered by Equity health insurance and

any initiation fees or paying any dues at all. Most

retire on an Equity pension. This is good for you, but

states in the South, and many elsewhere, have what

it obviously is not good for Equity. In addition to not

are known as “Right to Work” laws. Under these laws,

receiving funds from you, Equity loses some of the

you can sign any union contract – including, of course,

power that comes from numbers. The more people

an Equity contract – work under that contract, and

in Equity, the more influence Equity has to negotiate

receive all the benefits provided by working under

better contracts for everyone.

this contract, including salary, enforcement of the

Bottom line: My goal with this article is not to

contract, bond, health insurance and even an eventual

put Equity down, to minimize its accomplishments

pension, all without actually joining the union. Under

over the years, or to suggest that it isn’t necessary for

these circumstances, when Equity sends you its usual

the protection of actors. Equity has accomplished a

letter inviting you to join, you simply inform Equity

great deal and remains an invaluable organization.

that you are invoking your rights under that state’s

However, you need to know that you have options,

“Right to Work” laws not to join at this time, thank

particularly at the beginning of your career. Should

you very much. You do want to maintain a positive

you remain in the business, chances are very good that

relationship with Equity, since you may well be

you will someday become a member. But I implore

joining sometime down the line.

you not to rush the process. Don’t say “yes” to Equity

If you never work outside a “Right to Work” state,
you can spend an entire career working on Equity

until you have no other choice, until you need to do
so for a job you really want. n

contracts without ever actually joining, getting
all the advantages and benefits and none of the
disadvantages. You don’t pay any money to Equity,
and you continue to be able to work non-Equity jobs
when opportunities arise. If you work enough, you

Jerry Lapidus was the longtime company manager at
Seaside Music Theater in Daytona Beach, FL, and prior to
that was the business representative for developing theatre
at Actors’ Equity Association for eight years. He is a member
of the Southern Theatre Editorial Board.
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Anna Camp (’04)
True Blood (HBO)
Mad Men (AMC)

Wesley Taylor (’08)
The Addams Family (Broadway)

• Four-year professional Actor Training Program (B.F.A., Arts Diploma)
• Directing option (college juniors and seniors)

Rebecca Naomi Jones (’03)
American Idiot (Broadway)

Matt Lauria (’07)
Friday Night Lights (NBC)

• High School Program (12th grade only)
• Summer Session
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• Contact us for national and on-campus audition dates
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Jake Lacy (’08)
Better With You (ABC)

The University of North Carolina School of the Arts
is an equal opportunity campus of the UNC system.

Dance

1533 S. Main Street

Design & Production

Winston-Salem, NC 27127-2188

Drama

336-770-3290

Filmmaking

admissions@uncsa.edu

Music

www.uncsa.edu
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NY
take your training to the next level

3 Year MFA Equivalent Conservatory
2 Year Evening Conservatory

BFA Program through New York University
Summer Intensives

Seasonal & On-Going Classes
Advanced Workshops

Regional Audition Tour:
Chicago, IL: February 8-9, 2011, Hyatt Regency Chicago
San Francisco, CA: February 12-13, 2011, American Conservatory Theatre
Atlanta, GA: March 5, 2011 SETC Convention
Boston, MA: March 19 - 21, 2011 NETC Convention

THE HIGHEST STANDARDS, A WORLD-CLASS FACULTY,
LIMITED CLASS SIZES, RESPONSIBLE TRAINING

www.stellaadler.com

800-270-6775
800.270.6775

The Economy’s
Dark Spell

How Theatres Are Surviving
(and Some Even Thriving)

E

by H. Duke Guthrie

Even as professional and community theatres feel
the impact of the economic downturn, many are
finding innovative ways to reduce expenses, create
partnerships and tap new audiences.
Those are some of the findings in a survey

conducted electronically by Southern Theatre in fall
2010. SETC asked member theatres and theatres that
have participated in SETC auditions to respond to a
survey on how the economic downturn has affected
them and how they have dealt with it in innovative
ways.
A total of 37 theatres responded to the survey, and
92 percent of them said they had been affected by the

THEATRE AND THE ECONOMY: BY THE NUMBERS
The recession began in fall 2008, after most theatres’ seasons
had been selected and productions begun. So the 2009-2010
season was the first complete season from which the impact of and
response to the recession could be effectively gauged. During the
autumn of 2010, Southern Theatre conducted an electronic survey
of SETC member theatres and theatres that have participated in
SETC auditions to learn how the economic downturn was affecting
theatres and how they were responding to the challenges created
by the recession. Responses were received from 37 theatres, 59
percent of which were located in SETC’s 10-state region.

SURVEY RESULTS

downturn. (See details in chart at right.) The responding

Has the economic downturn affected your theatre?

theatres encompassed virtually every type of theatre

92% Yes
8% No

in SETC’s membership: seasonal and year-round
theatres; touring and fixed-location theatres; theatre
for youth and folk or cultural heritage theatres; dinner
theatre and cabaret theatre; theatres offering only
plays or only musicals and theatres offering mixedgenre seasons; theatres operating independently
and theatres associated with educational institutions
or local governments; and community theatres,
professional theatres (Equity and non-Equity are
represented) and presenters.
The most popular method of reducing costs was a

Has your audience:
Declined: 56%
Remained stable: 33%
Increased: 11%

Has your theatre’s budget been cut as a result of the
downturn?
64% Yes
36% No

reduction in production costs, with 82 percent saying

How is your theatre coping with the downturn?

they had made cuts. A majority reduced production

6%
26%
29%
44%
44%
82%

costs by selecting smaller-cast shows, enabling them
to save on payroll and costume expense.
Even as they made cuts, many theatres also
took bold steps in new directions to ensure their
continuity and create ongoing relationships with their
communities. In sidebars on the following pages,
you’ll read about three theatres that went out on a
limb in the economic downturn – and are thriving.
Below, we detail some of the key strategies theatres
say they are using to stay afloat.
Cut back on staff, hire seasoned cast

Poetry Alive!, an Asheville, NC-based touring
theatrical company that travels throughout the United
States and across the globe, “cut back on staff in the
office and cut back on the number of teams we have

Instituted furloughs
Reduced number of productions in season
Reduced staff
Changed season offerings
Changed marketing plan
Made production changes (e.g., reduced set or costume costs)

Of the 28 theatres that reduced production costs:
13 also changed their season offerings
12 also reduced marketing and production costs

Six theatres combined three tactics of budget
reduction:
Reduced production costs
Changed season offerings
Reduced marketing costs

been fielding to schools and libraries,” company
founder Robert Falls says. An increase in the number
of inquiries from former employees wishing to return
for the 2009-2010 season meant that 100 percent of the
actors had previous experience with Poetry Alive!

Opposite page: Lillian Castillo (left), Monica Lopez and Chelsea Steverson are
Weyward Sisters in a 2010 production of Macbeth at the Utah Shakespeare
Festival. Copyright 2010, Utah Shakespeare Festival. Photo by Karl Hugh.
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The acting education
of a lifetime...

for a gifted, passionate few.
WE INVITE YOU TO AUDITION FOR THE HIGHLY SELECTIVE NEW YORK CONSERVATORY FOR DRAMATIC ARTS
At the New York Conservatory for Dramatic Arts, intimate classes of 18 students or less means our faculty is free to focus intensely on you. They uncover your strengths. Your weaknesses. Your unique traits.
Then collaborate to prepare you for success in the real world. Extensive training in both the art and
business sides of acting means you graduate ready to do it all — sell yourself, run your career, and perform brilliantly.
Excited to start? Call us at 888.645.0030 ext. 4080 to schedule your audition today!

www.sft.edu
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That resulted in an additional savings, Falls noted:

waiters who serve food and drink before the shows.

“With the same actors returning, we have cut way

General manager Katy Psenicka says “improving our

back on rehearsal time.”

company members’ sales skills has been our most

Use staff more effectively in multiple roles

effective tool. Improving their confidence as top-notch

Northern Stage in White River Junction, VT,
looked at “how to most effectively use our personnel,

sales personnel has had a direct effect on increased
sales and keeping the houses full!”

shifting job responsibilities and moving core activities

Great Plains Theatre in Abilene, KS, has always

around to make ourselves more efficient,” says Karen

had a small staff performing multiple roles, with just

Hermanson, general manager.

four people “doing everything from marketing to

At Shadowbox Live in Columbus, OH, actors also

stage managing to props and directing to box office,”

work as the administrators for the theatre and as the

says Marc Liby, artistic director. “I believe this helped

SURVIVAL STRATEGY: CHANGE THE BUSINESS MODEL

Stage One Children’s Theatre Thrives in Down Economy by ‘Playing it Forward’

I

n Louisville, KY, Stage One Children’s Theatre made dramatic changes this past year in order to survive.
“We had to completely rework our business model to meet the challenges of this economy,” says Peter
Holloway, producing artistic director. “The changeover moved a large portion of our business from fixed costs
to variable costs. We reduced our budget by 40 percent and our staffing by 60 percent, primarily by closing our
production shop. We now contract on a per-show basis or rent production elements. Ultimately, the budget was
cut from $2.5 million to $1.4 million. But even that didn’t seem like enough.”
As a children’s theatre, Stage One relies heavily on school field trips for audiences – and thus provides a
gateway to the arts for young people in the community. “Economic challenges to schools meant that gateway
was closing for many children,” Holloway notes. In response, Stage One developed an innovative new program,
Play It Forward. The program made it possible for every kindergartner and first grader in the metro Louisville
area to see a student matinee in fall 2010 at no cost except for transportation. Out of a potential 30,000 students,
24,000 came to see If You Give a Mouse a Cookie. In spring 2011, all area fifth and sixth graders will have the
same opportunity, this time to attend a student matinee of Tuck Everlasting for free.
“As of this writing, the reservations for Tuck were at 18,000 students and looked to reach
the mid-20s, meaning that approximately 45,000 students will see a Stage One production
this season at no cost other than transportation,” Holloway notes.
The theatre also rolled back its ticket prices by 20 percent for all other grade levels and
all other productions. The anticipated increase in attendance from the changes meant longer
runs for each production, so the season was reduced from six productions to four productions.
“This also saved the theatre the mounting costs for two productions,” Holloway says.
The cost of offering the free and reduced-price productions is underwritten by donors. “We
were able to convert the contributions of our continuing donors to subsidizing the student
matinee admissions instead of supporting administrative overhead,” Holloway says. “People are
much more likely to give when their dollars go directly to sending kids to shows. It has helped
us not only retain current sponsors, but attract new donors and contributors as well.”
The Play It Forward campaign also generated $5,000 in contributions from family and
friends of students attending the fall production. Teachers were provided with informational
envelopes to send home with students, encouraging family and friends of the attending student to help Play It
Forward – by making a contribution to the program to enable more students to attend future productions.
In addition to lesson plans connecting each production to the curriculum, the theatre also includes “lesson
plans on consumerism – how to manage resources and be responsible citizens,” Holloway says. “It’s never too
early to plant a seed about the importance of supporting the arts.”
The changes have had a major impact on attendance and on Stage One’s bottom line. “For the 2009-2010
season, the total student attendance was 47,000,” Holloway says. “For 2010-2011, we are tracking toward
75,000 to 80,000. If you can make dramatic cuts to your budget and continue to meet your mission, you’ve
done well. We’ve been fortunate enough to make those cuts and see a 50 percent increase in students served.
Financially, at mid-season we are closing in on break-even for the year ending June 30, 2011.”
- H. Duke Guthrie

Play It Forward,
which provides free
performances to school
children, is part of a
new business model at
Stage One.
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Several theatres
note that season
ticket sales are
flat but singleticket sales are up.

us so far. The days the executive director can just sit

according to Gene Columbus, executive director. “We

around and read plays are over. And we never had

did not cut our brand or marketing. We did not cut the

that luxury anyway. We’ve all had to climb the ladders

quality of our productions but did a great deal more

and help with light hang, so we all know how to get

planning. The staff did everything from turning off

the job done with few staff.”

lights in empty rooms to having staff clean-and-paint

Cut expenses with planning

days (great team and pride-building activities!).”

At Florida’s Venice Theatre, thorough advance

Save money by recycling designs

planning has allowed “the incorporation of stock

Recycling productions and production elements

items into designs, price reduction by ordering sup-

is a key cost-saving strategy used at Birmingham

plies in bulk and diligent monitoring of utility use,”

Children’s Theatre, one of several theatres that has

says Murray Chase, executive/artistic director.

increased its audience during the downturn. The

Children’s Theatre of Charlotte’s most effective

theatre has used a production rotation system for a

tool was “working closely with our board to plan

number of years. “We are able to design and build

ahead as soon as challenging economic circumstances

one set and use it again and again when we have

appeared on the horizon,” says Liza Beth, director of

a successful show,” says Leah Luker, production

marketing and communications. By acknowledging

manager. “Our best example is The Best Christmas

the economic climate early, “this allowed us to begin

Pageant Ever. We have kept the same set for over 20

cutting back on expenses early and to spread cost-

years. Audiences love it. We make small changes

cutting across all departments, minimizing the need

(adding levels, adding rail pieces, changing paint),

for sudden, drastic measures.”

and it looks like new. And since costumes look

Orlando Repertory Theatre also emphasized

different on everyone, all of them are built with extra

planning, beginning the season with a production

room for adjustments and are altered for each new

conference and working to schedule more theatre

cast.” In conjunction with repurposing stock items,

rentals and educational programs to boost income,

Luker recommends that theatres “invest in a storage

Learn the craft of writing dramatic works and study the collaborative
an M.F.A.
art of theatre during our six-week intensive schedule—and earn
such guest
in playwriting in just a few summers. You’ll work closely with
as Ruth Margraff, Naomi Wallace, and Mac Wellman and form

artists

professional

e graduation—
relationships that can lead to reading and production credits befor
326. Visit us
a potent formula few other programs offer. Call us at (540) 362-6
at www.hollins.edu/grad /playwriting.

Playwright’s Lab
University
at Hollins
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facility.” Climate control is crucial for maintaining

trades for goods and services,” says Psenicka. “By

your stock, she says: “Store your costumes properly

identifying the various inventories we can ‘sell’, we

with protection from moths and humidity. And

have been able to approach those we’d normally

choose your dry cleaner carefully.”

spend dollars with and secure a price reduction or

Similarly, Lesley Farmer of Lexington Children’s
Theatre in Kentucky notes that “our audience grows

100 percent trade for their goods and services.”
Cut back on outside services

up about every five years, so if a show has been

Theatre Charlotte saved money by changing its

successful, we will remount it after five or six years.

contracted services (e.g., exterminator, lawn care)

If we decide to keep a production in its entirety, we

from a monthly to a quarterly schedule.

have it for the future and have also been able to rent

Recycle playbills

it out to other theatres from time to time.” For this

Highlands Little Theatre in Sebring, FL, cut its

year’s Junie B. Jones in Jingle Bells, Batman Smells, “the

playbill printing costs in half by setting up collection

artistic team decided to use a set from a show we did

baskets and inviting audience members to return their

in 2005. With a little repainting and refurbishing, it

playbills after each performance.

saved on both time and materials.”

Plan ahead for shift in income

Borrow, trade and renegotiate

Stages St. Louis is one of several theatres that

“We borrow from other groups instead of purchasing

experienced significantly reduced subscription sales,

items, and trade ads in other groups’ programs for our

with single-ticket sales becoming an increasingly

season ads,” says Robert Baker, artistic director of

larger proportion of total sales. That shift means the

Renaissance Theatre in Huntsville, AL.

theatre must adjust to a change in when funds are

Stages St. Louis in Missouri saved money by

received. Season membership income typically arrives

renegotiating agreements with vendors. “You will be

preseason or early in a season; single-ticket income

surprised how much you can get lowered on prices as

is more evenly distributed throughout a season.

long as you are willing to pay and not asking for it to

Theatres should be prepared, according to Stages St.

be free,” says production manager Joseph Novak.

Louis’s Joseph Novak, “to change the way we deal

Shadowbox Live uses a dual strategy of trades
and renegotiations. “We actively seek a variety of

with cash flow and how it affects operations.”
Weathervane Theatre in Newark, OH, also saw a

SURVIVAL STRATEGY: TAKE MEASURED RISKS TO INCREASE AUDIENCE, IMPROVE CASH FLOW

American Players Theatre of Wisconsin Bucks Downward Trend with 6 Percent Growth

S

ince 1980, American Players Theatre (APT) of Wisconsin – the country’s second largest outdoor
theatre devoted to the classics – had presented its productions in the 1,100-seat Up the Hill
Amphitheatre. In 2009, APT opened a 200-seat indoor theatre, Touchstone. This was, according to APT
controller Nancy Ring, key to their breaking the general trend within the industry of declining audiences.
“In the face of the recession, we forged ahead with the construction of Touchstone, which may have
seemed risky, but it was our conservatism that convinced us this was a crucial step towards staying
healthy,” says Ring. “We feel had we not opened our new Touchstone theatre, attendance would have
declined. The smaller venue has given us the opportunity to do smaller classics and more challenging
pieces that we simply could not risk in our 1,100-seat amphitheatre.”
To save money during the downturn, APT also restructured administrative staffing when two positions
were vacated through attrition, “with an eye on higher efficiency. Several positions aside from these two
were affected by the restructuring, but it allowed us to reduce administrative staff by one person,” Ring says.The
theatre also has “approached marketing pieces with less uniqueness from year to year and reusing the basic
design concept, refaced with different photos, colors and copy.” It also rebid liability and workers’ compensation
policies for significant savings and negotiated lower credit card commission rates with merchant services.
In mid-December, APT anticipated meeting its financial goals for 2010. Ring notes, “Ticket revenue will hit
budget, which was an aggressive 6 percent over last year. Touchstone made that possibility a reality. Most other
earned revenue sources will hit budget or exceed 2009 [figures]. Contributed income will also meet budget. We
are forecasting a modest operating surplus, thanks to our dedicated staff.”
- H. Duke Guthrie

American Players
Theatre of Wisconsin
opened the 200-seat
Touchstone theatre
in the midst of the
recession.
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shift in its ticket sales that helped grow its audience

theatre improved through improved awareness of the

this year. Season ticket sales were flat, but “we

theatre and improved access to tickets.”

experienced large single-ticket sales and more people

The tourism agency also partnered with Lime Kiln

taking advantage of special marketing promotions

to secure $8,000 in grants for the theatre. One grant

than ever in the past,” says artistic director Brice

was a partnership between the Virginia Tourism Cor-

Corder.

poration and the Virginia Commission for the Arts to

Partner for Marketing

develop marketing programs for arts organizations

Theater at Lime Kiln, an outdoor theatre in

to help promote tourism within the state. The grant

Virginia, has partnered with the local Lexington

resulted in a multimedia advertising campaign and

and Rockbridge Area Tourism Development agency

new website, launching in February, that will promote

for marketing. About 75 percent of the outdoor

Theater at Lime Kiln along with the Lexington–

venue’s audience comes from an hour or more away,

Rockbridge region throughout Virginia and beyond.

making the tourism partnership a good fit. Mayumi

“This will definitely have an impact on Theater at

Smitka, who represents Lexington and Rockbridge

Lime Kiln’s audience in 2011,” says Smitka.

Area Tourism on the Theatre at Lime Kiln board of

Keep Marketing Strong

directors, says the local Visitor Center sells tickets to

Ohio’s Shadowbox Live focused on ”our existing

Lime Kiln, which is not something it does for every

grassroots marketing efforts, reaching out through

attraction. In addition, the agency included Lime

phone marketing, e-mails and social media to offer

Kiln brochures in an aggressive brochure distribution

discount tickets and incentives to attend our shows.

program throughout the region.

As a result, although we have seen a slight decrease

“Tickets sales definitely increased for the year,“
reports Smitka, “and the community response to the

in audience size, these efforts have allowed us to
(Continued on Page 22)

Theatre & Dance within the Liberal Arts
Highly Competitive  Academically Rigorous  Nationally Ranked

For Information, contact:
Department of Theatre and Dance
P.O. Box 7264 Reynolda Station
Winston-Salem NC 27109

10 Reasons to study Theatre & Dance at Wake Forest!
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SURVIVAL STRATEGY: EMBRACE MISSION, PRESS AHEAD WITH START-UP DESPITE DOWNTURN

Studio Roanoke Defies the Odds and Survives by Focusing on the Message
by Amile Wilson

I

n January 2008, Kenley Smith purchased a downtown storefront
in Roanoke, VA, as investment property and carved out a space
for a new theatre, Studio Roanoke, specializing in new works and
new playwrights.
His timing couldn’t have been worse.
“In the midst of construction and renovation was the beginning
of the downturn,” Smith says. “When things went to hell in fall 2008,
we were so deep into it, there wasn’t anywhere to go but forward.
I never thought the economy would get as bad as it did. We kept
wondering if we would be able to pull it off.”
Two years later, as the worst recession in decades continues to
impact the arts, Studio Roanoke is still in business, operating on a
shoestring budget of $100,000.
“The key to this economy is survival on scale,” Smith says. “Theatre
can be done for very little money. We have a tiny budget and are still
doing eight productions a year, and programs every Sunday.”
A playwright creates a venue
Smith, who had previously owned Car Guys, Inc., a school that
trained drivers in high-performance motorsports techniques, set
out to tap his creative side after taking early retirement. He was
a graduate student on his way to earning a master of fine arts in
playwriting at Hollins University when he decided to use some of
his own money to start the theatre. As a playwright himself – one
of his plays, Devil Sedan, won Barter Theatre’s 2008 Appalachian
Festival of Plays and Playwrights – Smith had a special interest in
providing a venue for new playwrights.
“Our mission is about new work,” says Smith. “For me to make my
investment, I wasn’t just interested in any theatre. What inspires me is
getting the new works up there, blazing a new trail with all of this.”
Others warned him that Roanoke theatre patrons, accustomed
to large-scale productions at the city’s professional theatre, Mill
Mountain Theatre, wouldn’t find his concept appealing.
“People said, ‘That’ll never play in Roanoke – it’s too conservative,’
and I didn’t care,” Smith says. “If I was going to put money and time
into something like this, it needed to be something moving the
artwork forward and the theatre world forward.”
As Smith and other board members moved ahead with their plan,
Mill Mountain Theatre shocked many in the community by announcing
in January 2009 that it was closing due to debt problems. (Mill
Mountain has continued offering classes and some children’s theatre
productions as board members work on a reorganization plan.)
Beg, borrow and steal
Since Studio Roanoke opened in April 2009, It has operated
as inexpensively as possible. Smith accepts as rent only what the
theatre can afford. In addition, the theatre saves money with a
scaled-down approach to sets, props and other technical aspects.
“‘Beg, borrow, steal’ is the key phrase,” says Studio Roanoke’s
technical director Jason “Blue” Herbert. “Maybe not really steal, but
keep and reuse things as long as you can!”
With an $800 per show technical budget, Herbert has his work
cut out for him trying to match the designer’s vision. Fortunately for

him, he’s also the resident designer: “It
saves a lot of time and money that I can
change things as I need to control costs.”
The theatre’s focus on new works also
helps keep design costs low. “Our main
emphasis is on the written word, so we
don’t have to focus on spectacle,” says
John Forsman, the theatre’s technical
advisor, who also is technical director for
Hollins University’s theatre department. “It’s
entertaining for me because I get to have
all these nice technical toys at Hollins, then
get to work with Studio Roanoke where it’s
all about the playwrights having control and
manipulating the written word.”
Avoiding dark days
Keeping the theatre busy has helped
the bottom line. “Staying active has been
a constant choice,” Smith explains. “The
cheapest thing is our product. If we have
any down time, we have to make it pay.”
In addition to running eight shows per
season, the theatre has capitalized on its
down time by subletting the space to a The 2009-2010 season
community theatre group and a local high included Shade of the
Trees (top) by Kenley
school. Readings and other artistic events S. Smith and Under a
also are held at Studio Roanoke, ensuring Banner of Shadow by
that the theatre is rarely dark.
Todd Ristau.
Recognizing that new works wouldn’t
draw audiences in droves, the founders designed the budget so that
more than 60 percent of the annual income comes from revenue
sources other than ticket sales, such as donations and grants.
Studio Roanoke sets ticket prices low – typically $15 in advance
and $20 at the door, with a $3 discount for students and senior
citizens – so a trip to the theatre is affordable. “The key is looking at
everyone’s personal economy and asking, ‘What is painless? What
is in your pocket? What can you do without noticing?’” says Smith.
“You’re not looking for the ‘usual suspects’ for this kind of theatre.”
Indeed, Studio Roanoke has different expectations of patrons than
many theatres. “Typically, theatre development efforts are driven by
a tier of wealthy people who occasionally toss a handful of dollars
at starving artists,” says Smith. “I wanted this nonprofit to be people
who were interested in the theatre – people who might not be able
to contribute money, but could [contribute] time.”
Embracing a mission
As the economy continues to challenge theatres across the
country, Smith is proud that Studio Roanoke has survived – and
continues to fulfill its mission of encouraging new works.
“Theatre doesn’t have to be spectacle and glitz and glamour,” he
says. “It’s about message …. It’s about getting the script out there.” n
Amile Wilson is creative director of Pippin and Maxx Arts and Entertainment
and a member of the Southern Theatre Editorial Board.
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A little over 50
percent of those
responding to
the survey said
their theatres
had taken steps
to support
the economic
recovery.

(Continued from Page 20)

that provides educational, cultural and recreational

be consistent with past seasons. No staff cuts or

activities while preserving the culture, land and

production reductions have been necessary.”

buildings of the region). The museum pays the

Rylander Theatre, a presenter in Americus,

royalties upfront, [pays for] piano rental and provides

GA, has shifted to a greater reliance on electronic

the venue to perform the show. We then cast the show

marketing to save printing and postage costs.

and provide all costumes, sets and lighting. We also

However, Heather Stanley, the theatre’s managing

provide the tickets, programs, posters and marketing

director, notes that “one of the main challenges we

on our website for additional advertising and now

face is an older demographic who still prefer to receive

full-page ads in our Entertaining Huntsville magazine.

direct mailers/fliers for shows and upcoming events.

After all expenses are deducted, we split the profit

We are moving away from that, but we still have

50/50. The proceeds from these two shows, one in

people who call and request mailed information.”

the summer and one in the winter, provide additional

Social media, such as Facebook and Twitter, also

income for the theatre – or about one-quarter of our

were mentioned in many returned surveys. (See Fall

yearly gross income. In order for this to work, you

2010 Southern Theatre for more on using these tools.)

have to have willing executive leadership at the top

Light up dark nights

of both venues/nonprofits and … have to be sensitive

The Warehouse Theatre in Greenville, SC, has used
a program designed to fill the theatre on dark nights to

living museum venue.”

also expand its audience. The Extras Program began

Reach out to help others

in 2007 as a way to increase revenue, after Paul Savas

A little over 50 percent of those responding to the

joined the theatre as artistic/executive director. The

survey said their theatres had taken steps to support

program includes a “grab bag of performance-based

the economic recovery. Of those, 82 percent offer free

events (comedy, movies, one-man shows)” on dark

or reduced admission to the unemployed. Several offer

nights, Savas says. The Warehouse markets the events

pay-what-you-can or name-your-own-price options

and splits the revenue with the artists. “The Extras

for some performances. Cookeville Performing Arts

Program has morphed to include free community

Center’s Chad McDonald explains, “We have always

outreach programming ranging from symposia and

had a pay-what-you-can performance but since the

forums to films and other presentations,” notes Savas.

downturn we have been pushing it as a way to see

“We are proud to be a theatre that carries on the more

theatre for little to no cost to the patron.” Children’s

than 2,500-year-old dramatic tradition, plus serving

Theatre of Charlotte offers a free performance during

as a venue for considering the issues and ideas of the

the month of September as part of a community-

day.” By attracting a different audience to the theatre,

wide ‘Cultural Free for All’ organized by Charlotte’s

Extras programming also has helped the Warehouse

Arts and Science Council. Birmingham Children’s

grow its audience, Savas says.

Theatre states: “We offer many options for those in

Partner with other organizations

need. In short, no one is turned away from any of

Renaissance Theatre in Huntsville, AL, has

our programs because they cannot pay. Our theatre

partnered with other nonprofit organizations in

tries every avenue to give everyone access to our

its community through a magazine, Entertaining

programming.”

Huntsville, that promotes the arts in the Huntsville

As Brice Corder of Weathervane Playhouse notes,

area. (View a sample at http://en.calameo.com/

theatres need to remember in these tough economic

accounts/143696.) The magazine is a 24-page glossy

times that their work has a special power.

publication that also is published on the Web.

“Bringing upbeat, heartwarming and inspiring

Renaissance Theatre acts as the distributor/publisher.

shows to patrons during these times helps them

“I have a staff person, Arecia Jones, who lays out the

escape from the bills and the layoffs and the job loss,”

magazine. Plus, we have others who donate their

Corder says. “They leave happy, and sometimes even

time to keep the cost down,” says artistic director

inspired to start a new career. The power each theatre

Robert Baker.

has to help its community ... is unmeasurable.” n

Renaissance Theatre also benefits from a
partnership with a local museum. “We do two shows
a year with the local Burritt Museum (a museum
22

to finding the ‘right’ production to [fit] the unique

H. Duke Guthrie is an associate professor in Valdosta State
University’s Theatre & Dance Area and managing director of
Peach State Summer Theatre.

Develop Your Artistry
At Regent University, we will teach you how to align your artistic vision with
your calling. Discover how your creative expression is a reflection of your
passion and talent.
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ECONOMIC CRUNCH

Academic Theatre Programs Look for Ways
to Innovate and Continue to Educate

S

by Chris Hardin

83 percent

market is down. Our schools have increased in size
during the U.S. economic downturn.” Chinni also

Scaled-back productions. Staffing cuts. Restricted

mentions that NYFA, a private institution with several

travel. Publicity and recruitment limitations. These

campuses worldwide, has seen significant enrollment

are just some of the issues faced by academic theatre

increases in its online screenwriting program.

programs across the country. In the current economic

While certain private schools have seen increased

climate, theatre departments are finding that funding

enrollment, the vast majority of public institutions are

that had previously been available is simply no longer

feeling the pinch of a tight economy. In the survey,

there. As a result, faculty, staff and administrators

83 percent of respondents stated that the economic

are coming up with creative ideas to support a full

downturn has resulted in budget cuts across the

production season while still providing a worthwhile

curriculum, some quite severe. More than half of the

education for their students.

schools surveyed underwent staffing cuts to cope

The effects of the recession

with budgetary concerns, while nearly 20 percent

In fall 2010, Southern Theatre conducted an elec-

faced furloughs for faculty and staff.

of survey

tronic survey of high schools, colleges and universi-

Some institutions reported a loss in their ability to

respondents said

ties on the impact of the economic downturn and

recruit and educate students during the downturn.

strategies being used to deal with it. A total of 33

High schools also noted difficulty in building

schools responded.

programs, due to students’ parents losing their jobs

the economic

An overwhelming 88 percent of respondents

and families moving away. In the realm of higher

said the current economic downturn has affected

education, scholarship funds are dwindling. Thanks

their schools in some way. (See other survey statistics,

to widespread hiring freezes, many schools in need

cuts across the

Page 27.) The vast majority of respondents reported

of new faculty lines are unable to get them, creating

curriculum, some

a significantly negative impact. Community colleges,

in many cases larger sections of fewer classes,

however, seem to be benefiting from the economic

adding to the already strained workload of current

crisis. Paul Luby of Seminole State College of Florida

faculty. Common among survey respondents were

states: “Our enrollment runs counter-cyclical with the

statements like “vacant positions remain unfilled,”

economy; consequently our enrollment is booming.

“we desperately need a hire,” and “new faculty lines

Although our growth is largely unfunded, our pro-

have not been forthcoming.” Some schools have

gram budgets are funded out of a portion of tuition

even reported being unable to travel for student

(activities fees), which offsets funding losses.”

recruitment, limiting the potential growth of already

downturn has
resulted in budget

quite severe.
More than half
underwent staffing
cuts, while nearly
20 percent faced
furloughs for
faculty and staff.

Some private institutions are benefiting as well.
Steven Chinni of the New York Film Academy

With this bleak description of the current state

says that maintaining tuition rates while increasing

of American education, how can academic theatre

the school’s advertising budget and scholarship

programs survive? If the Southern Theatre survey is

opportunities has not only helped the school but

any indication, theatre departments are not taking

also helped improve conditions. “By increasing

this crisis lying down. One way they are responding

our budget for advertising and marketing, we are

is by putting innovation to work in the design

helping the global economy,” Chinni says. “Increased

area. (See sidebars with this article for two examples.)

spending generates more inquiries, which leads to

Below are other ways theatre programs are staying

increased enrollment.” He adds that it is important to

active and effective in the face of financial losses.
(Continued on Page 27)

remember that the economy is global and “not every
24

floundering departments.

SURVIVAL STRATEGY: RECYCLE, RECONFIGURE, REPURPOSE FOR LOW-COST PRODUCTIONS

Austin Peay State University saved money on scenery for the play Philo (above) by repurposing old railings, catwalks and other items from a
local hospital slated for demolition.

Austin Peay State University Equips Set Using Pieces from Old Hospital Boiler Room

S

ome schools are reaching out into the community for production
resources at little or no cost. At Austin Peay State University in
Clarksville, TN, production scenic designer and technical director Jon
Penney was faced with the challenge of creating a contemporary prison
on stage for the play Philo by Gaye Jeffers (a new script produced for no
royalty fees). The design called for metal scaffolding, railings and catwalks
to create an institutional/industrial feel for the production.
“I knew that the old hospital in town was set to be demolished, and
we could probably use some of the materials,” Penney says. “I made
some calls to people I knew [in the community] and got permission to
take what we needed.”
In what had previously been the boiler room of the hospital, Penney
and his students found metal scaffolding, railings and catwalks – roughly
three tons of steel – that they removed, repurposed and reconfigured to
create the majority of the set on stage, at little to no cost to the university.
Penney added, “We couldn’t have built it [with the school’s resources],
and all we had to do was recycle the materials after the show closed,
since that was the plan for them in the first place.”
- Chris Hardin

Workers remove steel items from the boiler room of an old
hospital to use on the set of Philo.
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(Continued from Page 24)

THEATRE AND THE ECONOMY: BY THE NUMBERS

Imagination creates possibilities

At Longwood University in Farmville, VA, an
educator notes that the economy hasn’t affected the
ability to provide an education. “It is just a different
kind of learning,” says associate professor Eric A.
Koger. “The students are learning how to produce a
show with creativity instead of money.” He notes that
“our budget is one-third less than it was four years
ago. The students are seeing a more minimalistic
design approach. Materials that students were able

During the autumn of 2010, Southern Theatre conducted
an electronic survey of SETC member schools, colleges and
universities to discover how the economic downturn was affecting
the academic community and how schools were responding to the
challenges created by the recession. Responses were received
from 33 schools.

SURVEY RESULTS

to work with four years ago are too cost-prohibitive.

Has the economic downturn affected your school?

Instead, we are now using common materials in more

88% Yes
12% No

creative ways.”
Similarly, Joy Pace of McNeese State University
in Lake Charles, LA, states, “It is a hard time, but what
we are focusing on is the ability to create theatre with
nothing. We’re making sure our students understand
the imaginative possibilities with production and the
creation of theatre.”
Many of the most clever changes are in the
production area – often the most expensive aspect
of academic theatre. Faculty members are finding
innovative ways to save money in set and costume
construction. “We have created a ‘rep’ stage that has
been used extensively,” says Gvozden Kopani, scenic
design faculty member in the Department of Theatre
and Dance at Florida Atlantic University in Boca
Raton, FL. “This has significantly reduced the cost
of materials.” Kopani also says that staging shows in
the round and employing minimalism as a stylistic
choice have greatly reduced production costs.
At Newberry College in South Carolina, theatre
and speech faculty members have saved money with
an emphasis on production planning. “Remaining a
successful and active department has meant that we
must be more careful in our planning processes and
more strict in our adherence to those plans as we

Has your audience:
Declined: 21%
Remained stable: 72%
Increased: 7%

Has the budget at your school been cut back as a
result of the downturn?
83% Yes
17% No

How has your school coped with the downturn
and/or its reduced budget?
19%
54%
4%
19%
46%
88%
31%

Instituted furloughs
Reduced staff
Reduced number of productions
Changed season offerings
Changed marketing plan
Made production changes (e.g., reduced set or costume costs)
Reduced student recruiting trips

Have the economic changes affected your school’s
ability to:
Recruit students: 64%
Provide an education to students: 71%

move through our production season,” says Matthew
Fuller, associate professor and director of technical
theatre. “The most effective cost-saving tool has been
our willingness to ‘shop’ for items. We seek out the
best possible price for items instead of buying on
convenience. For example, if one of our suppliers has
a sale on something and we use that item anyway, we
may try to stock up at the lower price.” Newberry
also has linked with other organizations, creating
“partnerships with local theatres to share resources

QUICK BUDGET-SAVING IDEAS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recycle programs from night to night.
Use a single unit set that can be used/adapted for multiple shows.
Reuse/repurpose stock building materials.
Use more social media (Facebook, Twitter) for advertising.
Sell advertising to cover printing costs on programs.
Produce more works in the public domain, or create new works.

more effectively, thus saving each of us money.”
(Continued on Page 30)
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Nursing
History
Theatre
Marine Biology
Criminal Justice
Business
Administration

Biology

Education
Art
Psychology
Music
Computer
Science
Communication
Studies

Lauren
Biology & Theatre
Double Major

When it comes to career choices, NSU is a hard act to follow.
With degrees in theatre, dance, music, art administration, and art, and an on-campus performing and
visual arts center – including performance and black box theatres – NSU couldn’t be more dedicated to
the arts. Yet with more than 40 undergraduate degree programs, small class sizes and a distinguished
faculty, NSU can prepare you for any role in life you choose. Add more than 70 student organizations
and a spectacular 300-acre Fort Lauderdale-Davie main campus offering a variety of on-campus
housing options, and it’s no wonder why NSU continues to receive rave reviews.

www.nova.edu/admissions

Office of Undergraduate Admissions

NSU-UG-5770 SETC LO1

954-262-8000

Nova Southeastern University admits students of any race, color, sexual orientation, and national or ethnic origin. N Nova Southeastern University is accredited by the Commission on Colleges of the Southern Association
of Colleges and Schools (1866 Southern Lane, Decatur, Georgia 30033-4097, Telephone number: 404-679-4501) to award associate’s, bachelor’s, master’s, educational specialist, and doctoral degrees.

Dance

SURVIVAL STRATEGY: CREATE A DESIGN ELEMENT THAT RECURS IN ALL OF THE SEASON’S SHOWS

Left: Peace College’s theatre “machine.” Second from left: For Neil Labute’s The Shape of Things, the designer highlighted different frames
to suggest locales. The machine pivoted 180 degrees, then opened up to reveal giant photos of Adam at the end. Second from right: In
Moliere’s Scapin, the machine was placed higher and the locale photos were replaced with shutters that opened and closed and became
windows for the actors to use. Right: For Shakespeare’s The Winter’s Tale, the machine was put on a track that moved side to side to create
different rooms, disappearing offstage for Bohemia. The windows were made more opaque and used for the reveal of the statue.

Peace College Theatre ‘Machine’ Generates Interest, Saves $10,000

W

hen the theatre department at Peace College in Raleigh, NC, chose last year’s season in the midst of the economic downturn, the
faculty came up with an innovative design solution to save money. “We decided to create a theatre ‘machine’ that could be used
for all three productions,” says Kenny Gannon, program director. “Sounds impossible, but with our talented design staff we came up with
a versatile, adaptable, interesting, flexible ‘machine’ that did not shortchange any of the shows. I don’t know if I would ever want to do it
again, but it did save us $10K.” Not only did the recurring design element save money, but it also made quite an impression on audiences.
“People wanted to see how it would change from show to show,” Gannon says.
- Chris Hardin
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(Continued from Page 27)
Community outreach pays off

percent reported a decline in attendance.

the show’s run. Lisa L. Abbot of Georgia

One factor in the steady audiences is

Southern University in Statesboro suggests

Community support has always been

the heavy student attendance at many

getting outside advertising to cover the

an important element in successful theatre

schools. Perhaps because schools offer

printing cost of programs. Jeff Miller of

programs, but in times of economic distress

student tickets free or at a reduced price,

Gordon College in Wenham, MA, says his

it becomes absolutely essential – especially

the economic downturn seems to have had

school is relying more on social media for

in high schools. At Commerce High School

little effect on that audience population.

advertising and cutting back on printing.

in Commerce, GA, teacher Julia Gamble

Marketing shifts directions

At Indian River State College in

says students “have benefited from an

Aside from staffing cuts and reducing

Fort Pierce, FL, the theatre program has

outpouring of community support both in

production costs, the largest mechanism

embarked on a creative approach to

attendance at our shows and by material

for coping with tight budgets has been

marketing. “We put together a touring

goods. We have asked business partners to

cutting marketing costs. Nearly half the

murder mystery dinner show that goes out

help us by making contributions in the form

schools surveyed reported a decrease in

to different social organizations,” says box

of supplies rather than money.” She adds

marketing expenditures. The methods of

office manager Rebecca Shearer. “We charge

that “it has been very uplifting to know

reducing costs range from the very simple

a small fee, but more importantly we have

that our students, parents and businesses

to the highly creative.

helped get our name out there and have

have tremendous regard for theatre and
will strive to keep it alive.”

Most schools that have scaled back

already seen increased ticket sales to our

marketing mentioned cutbacks in printing

normal productions.”

Community support through production

of programs and posters. Some have gone

Seasons change with economy

attendance seems to be a common factor in

from full-color to three-color or even black-

In a further attempt to save money,

the success of academic theatre programs.

and-white printing for posters. Others limit

academic theatre programs are changing

In the survey, 72 percent of theatre programs

the number of programs printed, taking

the types of shows they are producing.

said their audiences have remained stable,

them back from willing audience members

New plays, works in the public domain,

7 percent reported an increase, and only 21

each night, and recycling them through

smaller shows with minimal production

NE
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requirements, plays that can make use of
stock materials – all of those seem to be
viable options for schools looking to spend
less. A few respondents have reduced the
number of productions in a season. As one
respondent noted, “That’s bound to have
an impact on at least the ‘experience’ part
of the education we offer.”
Future demands more creativity

Even as they lament the impact of the
economic downturn on their students,
schools and seasons, educators are
continuing to do what is necessary to
ensure their students receive a quality
education in theatre. They are tapping

DO YOU HAVE AN ‘OUTSIDE
THE BOX’ STORY IDEA?

It all adds up:

E-mail “Outside the Box” Editor Doug
Brown at dwbtdmail@gmail.com.
Or come to the “Outside the Box”
workshop at 9 a.m., Friday, March 4, in
Room 306 at the Hilton Atlanta during
the 2011 SETC Convention.

WANT TO READ MORE TIPS?
Visit the Publications area of SETC’s
website (www.setc.org) to order our book
of previously-published columns, Outside
the Box: 25 Design-Tech Strategies to
Save You Time and Money.

their inner creativity and coming up with
innovative methods of cutting costs, while

Outside the Box

still maintaining a standard of excellence. At

(Continued from Page 7)

least for the foreseeable future, that appears

never have more than 30 percent castor oil

to be one job that won’t go away. n

in the mixture. Massage your mixture into

Chris Hardin is an assistant professor of voice
and movement at Austin Peay State University in
Clarksville, TN, and serves as the chair of SETC’s
Publications Committee.

the skin, then steam or lay a warm, wet
cloth over the face for 30 seconds. Next,
wipe the face with a clean cloth. Repeat if
necessary. Once you feel you have gotten
all the makeup off, splash the face with cool

extraordinary
education

water and add a little moisturizer if the skin
feels tight.
Precautions

Always do a patch test before using a new
product. When selecting oils, be mindful of
allergies to tree nuts, peanuts and other
items. Also, be sure to find a supplier that
has a clean, dependable product. A few of
my favorites are: www.soapgoods.com and
www.texasnaturalsupply.com
Happy painting!

Even if you don’t need to worry about
sensitive skin, this product can help you
supplement commercial color choices
or modify existing makeup stock. Many
artisans of homemade mineral makeup are
sample-friendly, and some will create custom
colors or orders. The key is to find fine-sift
powders with a minimum of additives to get
the best-quality mixture. n
Emily Gill is an assistant professor of theatre at
the University of Montevallo in Alabama. This
article is a result of a workshop given at the
USITT-SE master classes in fall 2010. If you have
questions about this technique, e-mail Gill at
GillE@montevallo.edu.
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WORDS, WORDS, WORDS . . .
Editor: Scott Phillips
Words, words, words… [Hamlet II,ii] reviews books on theatre that have a connection to
the Southeast or may be of special interest to SETC members. Scott Phillips, an associate
professor at Auburn University, edits this regular column. If you have a book for review, please
send to: SETC, Book Editor, 1175 Revolution Mill Drive, Suite 14, Greensboro, NC 27405.

Theatre &
Performance
at
Georgia Southern

Broadway: The American Musical
(updated and revised edition)
by Michael Kantor and Laurence Maslon
2010, Applause Theatre & Cinema Books;
Imprint of Hal Leonard Performing Arts Publishing Group; www.halleonardbooks.com
ISBN: 978-1-4234-9103-3
Pages: 500. Price: $35
by Chase Bringardner

B

includes information on Broadway musical
theatre since the documentary premiered
in 2004. Each chapter is divided into five
subsections: “Who’s Who” (important
people); “Broadway and” (which looks
at the relationship between Broadway
and other important cultural influences,
including radio, television, film and real

roadway: The American Musical, the

estate); “Spotlight on” (an in-depth look at

updated and revised edition of the

a particular musical); “Words and Music” (a

2004 companion book to the Emmy Award-

thorough look at a specific song, including

winning PBS documentary of the same

lyrics); and “Archives” (primary sources

name, offers readers a visually vibrant

and various historical documents).

journey through the history of musical

The structure is multi-layered and

theatre in the United States. In their

mirrors nicely the collaborative nature

introduction, authors Michael Kantor and

of musical theatre. One area where the

Laurence Maslon position their project as

book improves upon the documentary is

different from “most of the histories of the

in the final chapter. In the documentary,

American musical” that have “focused,

the final segment relies heavily on the

understandably, on the ‘musical’ aspect of

role of the producer and uses detailed

the genre.” Their book purports to “put the

production footage of only two musicals,

‘American’ center stage.”

Wicked and The Producers, as evidence of

Award Winning Productions and State
of the Art Facilities.

Kantor and Maslon go to great lengths

contemporary musical theatre. The updated

throughout the book to link the history

book takes a more comprehensive look at

of the United States with the history of

the contemporary American musical.

Member of NAST
(National Association of Schools of
Theatre)

the musical, offering a fiery defense of

This book offers amazing images and

the form that ties its success to the very

artifacts from a wide variety of Broadway

success of America itself. Ironically, their

musicals, includes basic information on

introduction is preceded by a foreword by

American musical theatre chronology,

British musical theatre star Julie Andrews,

and provides useful profiles of important

who also narrates the documentary.

performers and productions. However, it

Andrews’ introduction illustrates the

stops short of carving out new ground in

book’s argument that the American musical

musical theatre scholarship. Like many

served as a critical cultural ambassador,

previous musical theatre histories, this

reminding Americans of the best (and

book strikes a defensive tone and creates

sometimes worst) parts of their character

a narrative of exceptionalism. Though

and offering others from around the globe

there is no doubt that the history of the

a welcoming invitation to join the show.

musical theatre form is intrinsically tied to

For more information go to:
http://class.georgiasouthern.edu/
commarts/theatre.html

Like the documentary, the book is

the history of America, the book’s narrow

divided into six chronological parts. Oddly,

focus tempers what is otherwise a compre-

the years included in each chapter vary a

hensive documentation of the form. n

bit compared to the original documentary.
This discrepancy can best be accounted
32

for by the fact that the revised edition

Chase Bringardner is an assistant professor of
theatre at Auburn University.
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VCU
AT VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH UNIVERSITY
Member of NAST - National Association of Schools of Theatre

BFA & BA IN THEATRE

Professional Training Program

 performance  design/technology  stage management

Senior Showcase

The only undergraduate program in Virginia that produces
acting showcases for seniors in NYC, LA & Chicago

Guest Artist Program

Featuring nationally recognized guest artists to conduct
week-long master classes

Guest Director Program

Two of Theatre VCU’s four annual main stage productions
are directed by renowned professional directors

MFA, PEDAGOGY

 dramatic literature & dramaturgy  voice & speech
 performance  movement & musical theatre

MFA, SCENIC & COSTUME DESIGN
 a unique 2-3 year graduate program  practical training
 professional mentoring

David S. Leong, Chairman
dsleong@vcu.edu

For information contact:
Glynn Brannan, Creative Director
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http://www.vcu.edu/arts/theatre/dept
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